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Picture this:  a pati ent/client/customer comes into your pharmacy or clinic for a routi ne encounter and… 

Your data intelligence system not only shows you what vaccines that person is due to receive, but it also tells 
you a Vaccine Hesitancy Score that predicts the likely reacti on to your suggesti ng the vaccine, and based on 
that predicted reacti on, you can adjust your informati on and discussion to effi  ciently maximize the likelihood 
of your giving that injecti on on that visit. 

Is it possible? The folks at STChealth, led by Dr. Kyle Freese (epidemiologist and Chief Science Offi  cer) and his 
team, are going to fi nd out. Their early research already suggests the answer is a big “yes.” 

But, there’s another issue: Is it useful? First, they’ll develop the tool and then they’ll be looking to beta test it 
with interested clinics/pharmacies – including you? Later we’ll be asking you if you’d like to parti cipate.

Let’s back up and take a look at the origin of the project. Dr. Freese started by telling us this: “Vaccine hesitancy 
is nothing new. However, it’s been given new energy – a quick PubMed search shows that between 2020 and 
2021 the number of arti cles on the subject quadrupled. And while our understanding of vaccine hesitancy/con-
fi dence is certainly improving, a consistent limitati on in the current literature is that interpretati ons are based 
on self-reported survey results. In other words, researchers might ask parti cipants ‘how likely are you to get 
vaccinated’ and then measuring hesitancy by the typical rati ngs like, ‘very unlikely’ and ‘somewhat unlikely.’” 



But what Dr. Freese recognized with that, in his words, “Hesitancy is neither stagnant nor binary.” At one level, 
the idea here is that people might be reluctant to get, say, a shingles vaccine; then a friend gets shingles, thus 
showing the eff ects and hesitancy vanishes. But Freese is talking about another kind of reluctance, the kind 
that might apply to a Covid booster shot: “The issue here is did you get the vaccine quickly or did you take your 
ti me – literally, did you hesitate and for how long? That has big implicati ons when trying to manage an infec-
ti ous disease outbreak. Think of how quickly the SARS-CoV-2 virus spreads and how getti  ng people vaccinated 
sooner can put up more road blocks.”



That latter issue, how quickly are vaccines taken up, is something that can be measured and thus moved from 
attitudinal data (surveys) to observational data, with actual behavior measured. That is, the STChealth team 
wanted to see if they could analyze the millions of vaccination records flowing through its system to look for 
factors correlated with hesitancy.

The goal, as articulated by Dr. Freese, is to “Give public health practitioners and pharmacists an individualized 
score that answers this question about a person who is due for vaccine X: ‘What is the likelihood they’ll be 
receptive to getting it on that day?’” 

He added, “We want to determine if we can give vaccine providers information in a way they helps their pa-
tients become more confident about getting vaccinated.” To do that, they wanted to better understand each 
person’s demographics, married to the individual’s vaccination history. 

You start with demographics in your database, like the income and education level for the area (starting with 
counties but it could also be zip codes or census tracts), as well as items like urban/rural or the average num-
ber of dependents.  How do these correlate with the overall and timing of vaccine uptake?

Then, you could add in vaccination history. For instance, how well would your flu shot history predict how soon 
you’d get a new Covid vaccine?

Dr. Freese and his team have begun preliminary data runs, using county-level demographics and vaccinations 
at pharmacies, and are encouraged by what they are seeing. “We are seeing correlations with variables where 
we expected a connection, like education and income, but also with factors like urbanicity and family composi-
tion. We’re hoping to bring these together with the strong correlation of individual records, like flu shot histo-
ry, and produce the Vaccine Hesitancy Score.”

What then? “Once we can produce the Score,” Freese tells us, “then we need to figure out the best ways to 
implement it. That’s where we’ll need pharmacists and clinicians who want to participate in the beta testing.” 

If this has you at all curious, we hope you’ll be willing to participate. Eventually we’ll have a sign-up option 
online, but for now, we’ll be 

reporting on progress here at the IINews.



NOTE FROM THE EDITOR: The interview below first ran earlier this year, but due to an issue with the company 
that emails our digital publications, very few people got to read it. This saddened me because for a year or 
more I had been nagging STChealth’s visionary co-founder to go on record with his thoughts about the future of 
vaccine information and this was where he finally agreed. I’m pleased to reprise that interview here.

Dale Dauten, Editor IINews 

How Vax Data Can Enhance Trust in Public Health
An Interview with Mike Popovich by Dale Dauten, 

Special for the IINews

Mike Popovich, CEO of STChealth has been working with vaccination data for 33 years, since  STChealth’s 
founding in 1988. He’s worked with dozens of federal and state agencies and has even been repeatedly called 
upon by the White House’s tasked health officials. And because he began his career in engineering, he has that 
engineer’s need to figure out how to make things work and how to make them better. So, who better to talk to 
about the future of vaccination information and about its role in public health? 

DD: You’ve been running a private business working with public health for decades, how are you feeling about 
the state of public health after these pandemic years? 

MP: My thoughts keep coming back to this: it is the individual users of health care that matter, as they are the 
ones who validate just how good the public health response to the pandemic has been. Individual users are 
the ones that create the trust in public health.

DD: But aren’t they mightily influenced by the media?

MP: Trust rises up. It is not the news media, social media, bloggers, or the political players that create trust; in 
fact, it is not even the WHO, national, state or local public health agencies, NGOs, or private businesses in the 
vaccine disease prevention space. All these folks are just doing their job the best they can. The trust in what 
they do will actually arise from people as they hold the public health folks accountable. 



DD: I think I understand your point. I trust amazon.com, not because anyone told me to trust it, but because 
I have direct individual experience. And, a better example, come to think of it: I trust the Postal Service, even 
though for years now I have often heard it criticized. So where does that leave us? You have several hundred 
million people to persuade, one at a time? 

MP: That’s right. We have the technology and the data to do just that. One good way is by empowering every 
individual to have access to their immunization records in the public health IIS (immunization information sys-
tems) of each state. You empower individuals to hold public health accountable to provide their accurate im-
munization records, and to provide them notifications of what and when they are next due for any vaccine-pre-
ventable disease. This allows people to travel, attend events, restaurants  and  enjoy areas where vaccine proof 
is required. It allows them to enroll their kids in school, summer camp, play sports, and so on. 

If an individual has easy access to secure information, and their immunization records presented to them 
match the shots and dates they received them, they trust the data, along with the health information system 
and the organizations that provided this information. Individuals trust their clinical providers, pharmacists or 
clinics to provide them with the right immunizations. But because, over time, they can receive new immuniza-
tions in many locations, they cannot count on  an accurate record from anyone of the past vaccinators, or for 
that matter, their health plans. But all their “shot records” end up being reported by each and every one of the 
providers to public health -- and public health becomes the only source for a consolidated history of an individ-
ual’s immunization records that range across a lifetime. Empower individuals with this information and it’s like 
your amazon.com example, when it matters the most.

People will expect their immunization providers to report all their immunizations to their state public health 
information system. They will expect public health to provide this information to them on demand and keep 
them advised when they are due for their next immunization, just like their car maintenance program, a trip to 
the dental hygienist or annual pet veterinarian visit.

DD: All those places send out what they call a “friendly reminder” and that’s just how it comes across – helpful 
and friendly.

MP: Exactly. People will  trust public health as a health partner not as just another government organization 
telling them what to do. In turn, public health must become 100% accountable to the individual, first and 
foremost, and second to the clinical communities and the remainder of the vaccine ecosystem. This has not 
been the case. But the pandemic has begun to shift and change the mindset of public health officials who 
understand how much easier it is to do their jobs when the people are behind them. This ground-up approach 
begins with the state public health programs but also pushes up to the federal level and CDC. Remember that 
it was the CDC that had the vision, nearly 30 years ago , to empower state public health agencies to develop 
and implement immunization information systems. They have had the vision and offered dollars and support 
to states to create, grow and expand these systems initially focusing on school age kids but now everyone. And 
thank God they did.



 Having lived and worked in this area for years prior to this Covid pandemic, back with H1N1, Zika or the small-
er outbreaks, public health agencies catered mostly to provider communiti es and were  accountable to their 
peers and federal agencies like the CDC. Very few in the health industry understood or used the informati on 
in these systems to the extent that was demanded in this current pandemic. When you’re accountable to your 
peers, trust is only to this level; but, if your accountable to every individual that has a record in the IIS, you can 
go to a whole new level of trust. 

DD: So how do you see vaccine data -- or, as I know you prefer to call it, immunizati on intelligence -- making a 
diff erence going forward?

MP: The number-one lesson learned from every outbreak has been the public demand from government for 
accurate, ti mely, and transparent communicati on.  And the number-one acti on individuals can take to reduce 
their risk of a vaccine preventable disease is to get and maintain their immunizati ons. So, the questi on is, how 
can we get there fastest?

A good news story to come out of the pandemic is that we have started to empower individuals:  This is oc-
curring as we speak. Nati onal pharmacy chains provide services to 90% of the U.S. populati on and all are 
providing immunizati on services. Many independents pharmacies are new immunizati on providers help close 
gaps with many of the hard to reach populati ons across the country. All are providing trusted and direct lines 
of communicati on to individuals while at the same ti me reporti ng their immunizati ons to IIS with their juris-
dicti onal public health agencies. This informati on is reported daily to public health. It is accurate and ti mely, 
allowing public health’s technology soluti ons to combine pati ent histories within their records. All this is occur-
ring across a nati onal  pharmacy and clinical  provider communicati on network. The individual now knows they 
do not need to ask “where is my data?”; they now can ask, “how can I get a copy?” and know what is needed 
and when. Public health has done a good job collecti ng and storing the informati on; now, they need to provide 
this immunizati on intelligence quickly and on demand to all of us. 

DD: One thing became clear over the past two years, that pharmacies have the knowledge and wherewithal to 
undertake massive eff orts. We all acknowledge the sacrifi ces of hospital staff s, but we have to add pharmacists 
to the list of heroes. 

MP: And we can tap that experti se and energy to get ready for the next pandemic. 

DD: I see you smiling. Good thoughts to end with?

MP: I was just reminded of an idea I had the other day. It was about what I would do if I were the director of 
CDC for one day. And I would want all 300+ million people to contact me and tell me if their informati on was 
correct, in the immunizati ons systems our vision created some 30 years ago. Was it easy to retrieve and useful? 

And, if not, how I could make it bett er? [Laughs.] It’s a lot of calls, but what could be a day bett er spent?



Understanding Data: The “So What?”  
By Bill Davenhall, Geomedicine Analyst

There is an old saying, “Confidence is that feeling that you get moments before you realize that you really don’t 
understand the problem!”

Why is being understood so hard? Perhaps it’s in the way we communicate information. I favor the three-way 
test of good information communication: 

1. What is it?

2. How Do I Know it? 

and

3. So What?!

If you can’t communicate these three things quickly and effectively, you have probably failed at being under-
stood!

Using all the best information generated by professional governmental and private sector geo-demographers, 
it’s estimated that about 19.4 million children were under 5 years of age across the United States in 2021, and 
demographic projections suggest that number will be about 20.1 million (or about 885,000 more) by 2026. 

Four states will host more than one-third of all pre-school children, while another eleven will be home to 
another third, and  thirty-five states will house all the rest. 

Growth rates of children under 5 in the various states will range from a negative 12% to positive 31%.  

The graphics below illustrate the state public health jurisdictions (except DC) well known to public health 
professionals. The graphic is called a “Hex-Grid Map” that’s essentially a graphic that eliminates the distortion 
caused by the odd shapes of land masses while emphasizing the relative differences among the various juris-
dictions.  Hopefully, seeing data this way might allow for greater understanding of the implications to the work 
of immunization programs. 

Good data just doesn’t grow on trees but originates from long-established data collection and data manage-
ment processes cultivated over years of operational experience. Understanding comes along when the insight 
that enters the minds “eye” becomes valuable information for impacting immunization programs for children 
and the vaccine distribution systems in every state. 

You be the judge – did we succeed in this communication? 

2nd opinions always welcomed.



* * * *


